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Urban Myth? NO!

Invasion of the Body Part Snatchers
Documented By W H N in Lower B.C.*

*Before Colon

White Rock (WHN ) While stories of alien abductions have long been discounted by the Canadian scientific community, recent events in the lower
BC* area have raised the prospects that Alien body snatchers, or at the
very least, Alien organ snatchers, are operating in our midst. These findings were directly confirmed by the WHN in a bizarre incident involving
the theft of one appendix from WHN founder and editor Mark Scott.
According to Mr. Scott, intruders broke into the International
Headquarters of the highly respected World Headline News . Using some
form of alien cheese ray, the intruders distracted the highly trained guard
dog (Bob, formerly famous for dating Princess Di) prowling the premises.
Following the immobilization of the WHN security service, the intruders
then tackled Mr. Scott: “It felt like my midsection had been crushed by a
pair of 360 lb (163 kg) tackles from the evil Oakland Raiders.” While
valiantly attempting to defends earth’s Honor (see artists rendering of Ms.
Honor in the clutches of the evil raiders), Mr. Scott was eventually overwhelmed by the “damn raiders” at which time his body was violated.
Police artist rendering of “alien abductors” as Using an unknown medical instrument (clearly shown in the WHN surveillance photos) the internal organs of Mr. Scott were probed and prodded for
described by WHN Editor Mark Scott
what turned out to be nefarious reasons. Surprisingly, it appears that the
aliens were after Mr. Scott’s appendix. But WHY?
Dr. Ned Ander-Thal of the UBC Department of Alien Studies has put forward a possible answer . According to
Dr. Ander-Thal, “The human appendix is an alien delicacy. In human terms I would
characterize it as a cross between a Nathan’s Hotdog and an anchovie. Indeed, my
studies suggest that humans are nothing but a ‘cattle crop’ for
these aliens - an exotic species put on this planet to breed and
MISSING! make this tasty delicacy. With great regularity, these alien
human herders come among us and cull the tastiest appendicies that they can find.” Concurring with this hypothesis is
the well known Dr. Amanda Bradley, who studied aliens at
the infamous Albanian Medicinal College . “Humans are just
like the wild boars introduced in Quebec for hunting and now
breeding out of control. If we are to strike back at these
beings from another world, I think maybe France, then we
should stop breeding today.”
Editor Scott, who is recuperating in the south of Canada,
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does not dismiss the alien theories, “After a syringe full of
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now need an appendix transplant and am on the donor list.”
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Solving the Organ Donor Crisis!
Criminal Innovation?
Bejing (WHN) Today millions of Canadians are in need of organ transplants. Sure, most of you know about heart, kidney, and liver transplants, but most Canadians are ignorant of the hundreds of thousands of individuals needing the lesser
organs like the gall bladder, tonsils and most of all the appendix. In a shocking failure of the the much vaunted Canadian
Health Care system, virtually no effort is being made to make these organ-less patients whole again. Imagine the agony
and, to be blunt, the embarrassment, of going through life without an gall bladder, or (gasp!) an appendix. So what can be
done to correct this horrible situation? China may hold the answer to this growing problem.
Studies by Dr. Ned Ander-Thal of the University of Brainy Collegiants (UBC) say that much can be learned by
his studies of “the Chinese multi-disciplinary system created by the combination of the medical and
penal systems. As a consequence of this ‘multi-disciplinary’ approach’, few Chinese go in
want of a major or minor organ transplantation”. How is this done? According to
Dr. Ander-Thal, this highly cost effective approach combines the judgement of
society, or at least the Peoples Liberation Army, with meeting the medical needs of
octogenarian leadership ranks and “even the lowly peasant in need of a kidney or
even an appendix.” Using a simple formulation (one 9 mm Glock pistol knockoff
and one blind fold) Chinese medical personnel, in conjunction with their military suppliers, are able to meet the needs of multiple people yearning for organ replacements. This
research was driven by the loss of Chairman Mao who, according to sources within China, could have been
saved by a steady stream of organ donations - new heart, new lungs, new appendix. This belief has
not been lost on Western leaders.
North American leaders, including
Private Sector Organ Transplantation.
John
Ashcroft,
Junior Bush, and Gordon Campbell, have all
How Is It Done?
expressed interest in this “melding of body and justice”. John
From the White Rock Police Files
Ashcroft is quoted as saying he needed a heart, Junior Bush
According to the White Rock Police, the typical modus operan- wants a brain, and Gordon Campbell requires Union-Busting
di of the theft of human organs is relatively simple. Gangs of courage. According to Dr. Ander-Thal’s research, all of these
gorgeous criminal women are employed by aging, sick, white
males (many are senators or congressmen) and stationed at transplants and more can be achieved from “a single enemy of
local upscale bars where they lay in wait for any man, usually the state.” This economically friendly approach to organ
from out of town and lonely, sitting alone. The beautiful donation will subsequently reduce Western Medicine’s
woman approaches the always gullible male and strike up a
conversation. After a few drinks, the woman invites the man reliance on “private-sector” organ procurers - those individuup to her room. She puts on some romantic music and makes als (usually voluptuous females)
Hello, Sir.
drinks (upscale hotels are crucial due to the need for the ‘min- hired by wealthy individuals to Do you mind if we
bar’). She hands the man the drink, he takes a sip, and he
search out the lonely tourist, come in and talk
blacks out. The organ donor is ready.
to you about
“befriending them” and drugging
However, because the organ procurers and their ultimate cussalvation?
tomers are not truly evil, they do not kill the victim. Rather, their drinks and then surgically
they stabilize the patient such that upon regaining conscious- removing the organ(s) of interest.
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ness, the victim discovers he is lying in a bathtub full of ice.
There's a telephone nearby, with a note attached, telling him
not to move and to call 911 immediately. The man calls 911
and reports that he is groggy and sitting in a bathtub full of ice.
Fortunately, because of the crack (ye,s we are trying to get
them to switch to heroin) training of our emergency operators,
the paramedics are immediately dispatched for this all too typical victim. Based on customer demand, the victim most often
discovers that at least one kidney and typically either the
appendix or tonsils have been harvested.

The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution based on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful
information will be met with glee and giggles....

